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Radar warning
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TOW antiarmor attack

helicopter to operational units

has been a tremendous success.

The combination of proven

technology, coordinated man

agement and professional intro

duction speaks for itself. This new

helicopter has been demonstrated

to several European countries and

at the Paris Air Show. In each

case, its capabilities have gener

ated enthusiastic aviator re

sponse and positive command in

terest.

The first ship of the 297 new

production aircraft was delivered

to the Army in March 1977, with

FIELDING THE AH-IS Cobra final delivery scheduled for Feb

ruary 1981. As these new helicop

ters are delivered from the pro

duction line, they will be issued

initially to FORSCOM CONUS un

its. This fielding began in August

1977 at Fort Bragg, NC with the

assignment of aircraft to the 82d

Airborne Division.

This article, the first of a

three-part series, addresses the

scope of the Cobra program and

highlights the improvements that

have been or will be accomplished

within the next few years to mod

ernize fully the AH-lS Cobra

TOW antiarmor attack helicop

ter. The second and third parts of

this series will cover the new turret

and weapons programs and the

fine control, aircraft survivability

and laser rangefinder/tracker

programs, respectively.

MODERNIZATION ACCOM

PLISHED IN PHASES: Improve

ments to the AH-‘lS new produc

tion aircraft will be accomplished

through phased product im

provement programs. The config

uration changes and phasing for

the Cobra fleet evolution to mod

ernized AH-IS is summarized in

figure ‘I. The first 66 aircraft pro

duced will feature a new canopy

and cockpit, a new T703 engine,

uprated transmission plus im
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ADF automatic direction finder ll- 5 instrument landing system TOW tube-launched, optically

AM amplitude modulation K“! “MN”! tracked, wire-guided

CONUS Continental United States M“! m'oah'rn - - -

TSU telescopic sight unlt
ECU environmental control unit NOE nup-oLihheanh -
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proved survivability design fea

tures and reliability, availability

and maintainability (RAM)

characteristics.

Figure 2 is the new production

AH-IS. Beginning in April I978

with the 67th production helicop

ter, a new improved main rotor

blade developed by Kaman

Aerospace Corporation will be in

stalled. A new wing stores (2.75

mm rocket) management subsys

tem and a universal turret capable

of accepting 20 or 30 mm weapons

will be cut into the production line

beginning with the lO'lst aircraft,

scheduled to be delivered in Sep

tember 1978. A new fire control

subsystem consisting of laser

rangefinder, ballistic computer,

low airspeed sensor and a heads

up display will be installed on the

199th aircraft which is scheduled

to be delivered in November 1979.

CANOPY AND INSTRUMENT

PANELS: The production AH-IS

model has a new outward appear

ance with its nearly flat canopy.

This canopy has seven planes of

viewing surfaces designed to de

crease the glint signature and re

duce the probability of visual de

tection during NOE flight.

Another advantage of the new

canopy is additional headroom for

the pilot's visibility in NOE flight.

The cockpits of both the pilot

and copilot/gunner have been re

designed with a new instrument

panel to provide,for crew effi

ciency during NOE and IFR flight.

Figure 3 is the pilot's new instru

ment panel. The maior improve

ment in this panel is the grouping

and the size of the instruments.

The torque meter, pilot steering

indicator and radar altimeter are

the primary tactical instruments

used by the pilot to accomplish the

antiarmor mission. These three

instruments are located in the

center of the panel, under the

glare shield, and are 3-inch diame

ter in size. They facilitiate NOE

flight and maneuvering of the

helicopter into position for firing

the TOW missile and keeping it

within maneuver limits until mis

sile impact.

Flight instruments are arranged

in a standard IFR "T" configura

tion comprised of 4-inch diameter

VSland HSI grouped with 3-inch

airspeed, altitude and vertical

speed indicators. The number of

engine instruments is reduced by

using dual scale 2-inch instru

ments where possible. All instru

ments are equipped with wedge

glass to distribute red lighting

evenly over the instrument. The

dial range markings, numerals

and letters are designed to be

readable under extremely low

light red illumination and when

using night vision goggles.

The instrument lighting

switches are located on the left

side of the panel and provide

selective illumination of related

instruments for engine, flight,

tactical and console groups. The

light intensity is rheostat con

trollable and a toggle switch is

provided to the pilot and copilot

for returning lighting to the panel

if the NVG lights malfunction.

NEW INSTRUMENT CAPABIL

ITY: In addition to the grouping of

the instruments on the panel,

there are several new instruments

that have been added to improve

the effectiveness of the AH-lS

helicopter. The radar altimeter, one

of the three primary tactical in

struments, provides the crew the

ability to fly safely at NOE during

periods of poor visibility. The

APR-39 radar warning receiver —

a survivability improvement — is

simple and lightweight, capable of

being used during low level and

NOE operations. This device pro

vides the pilot sufficient warning

in time to take evasive action be

fore receiving fire from radar di

rected enemy antiaircraft weap

ons. This warning is provided

through an audio and a visual dis

play in the form of a strobe line on

a cathode ray tube.

HS! and VSl. These two instru

ments provide a system that

makes precision IFR flight and

lLS, VCR and ADF approaches as

natural in helicopters as it has be

come in fixed wing aircraft.

Growth capability has been incor

porated for future navigation

systems such as doppler and

flight director computers.

Copilot Panel. Figure 4 on the

front cover shows the arrange

ment of the instruments used by

the copilot/gunner. These flight

instruments also are grouped in a

standard IFR "T" configuration

located on the right side of the

panel and are all 3-inch diameter

in size. A standby magnetic com

pass is mounted above and on the

right side on the copilot/gunner

panel glare shield. All of these in

struments are marked and lighted

as the pilot's. The eyepiece for the

TSU is in the center of the cockpit

and is used by the copilot to locate

the target and guide the missile on

to the target during the firing

sequence.

An ECU has been redesigned for

the AH-lS. The distribution

ducts and plumbing for ventilat

ing and environmentally condi

tioning air within the crew com

partments have been modified

and rerouted to adapt to the

new cockpit configuration.

IMPROVED MAIN ROTOR

BLADE: A new composite main

rotor blade has been developed by

Kaman Aerospace Corporation

for use on the Al'l-IS. It has been

designed to be used on the exist

ing airframe without modifica

tions to the AH-lS or its rotor sys

tem. It is scheduled to be installed

in April 1978 on the 67th new pro

duction helicopter and will pro

vide improved flight performance,

survivability features and RAM,

while reducing the radar cross

section and acoustic detectability

signatures.

Figure 5 shows the test blade

installation on an existing AH-lG

model. The chord of the blade is

30 inches wide with the outboard
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15 percent tapered in both chord

and thickness.

Figure 6 shows the tapering ef

fect of the new blade and com

pares it to the present metal

blade. The new blade has been de

signed for almost total rePairabil

ity of the skin and core aft struc

ture by personnel in field units.

This is accomplished with the aid

of o heat-pressure pack tool,

shown in figure 7, which can ac

complish the repair of the blade

without removing it from the air

Figure 5 — improved main rotor blade installed on AH-lG Cobra helicopter

craft. A survivability feature of

the new blade will allow 30 min

utes of flight after being hit with

a single 23 mm high explosive, in

cendiary, tracer round and is in

vulnerable to a single hit 12.7 mm

round. The "through damage,"

which would result from this type

of a ballistic hit involving both

skins and the core, can be repaired

by personnel in the field in less

than three hours. The maximum

allowable operating time for the

new blade is 10,000 hours which is

an increase of 9,000 hours over

the present metal blade.

CANOPY ESCAPE SYSTEM: A

new crew compartment escape

system provides a means of es

cape for the pilot and copilot/

gunner in emergency situations

where normal egress is not possi

ble. Operation is accomplished by

a ballistic jettison system which

explosively cuts the acrylic side

windows from the canopy support

structure while linear shaped

charges and thrusters explosively

JANUAHY 1978 5



Figure 6 (Upper Left) — inboard

and outboard cross sections of

improved main rotor blade (top)

and outboard cross section of

standard metal blade

Figure 7 (Upper Right) — heat

pressure pack special tool instal

(ANOPY UKIION 7’ led on improved rnain rotor blade

‘URN “Noll 90 I, m section incorporating repair
mo ruu ‘ t

Figure 8 (Lower Left) — arming

tiring handle for pilots canopy

removal egress system
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separate the pilot and co

pilot/gunner entrance doors. It

is totally independent of the air

craft electrical system or of any

external energy source, and can

be actuated only from inside the

pilot or copiIot/gunner station by

either of two arming/firing handle

mechanisms. Figure 8 shows the

canopy removal system compo

nents for the pilot station.

Other significant improvements

are shown in figure 9 and include:

Hydraulic Pump. An electrically

driven pump which takes the place

of the collective control ac

cumulator which provides an un

limited number of collective

strokes in the event of a main hy

draulic system failure. It can be

used for boresighting of the turret

and TOW missile subsystems

without the need of additional

ground support equipment (Hy

draulic Mule).

Rod End Bearing. An improve

ment to replace current rod end

bearings of the hydraulic servo

cylinder connecting tubes which

will increase the fatigue life of the

bearings to 3,300 hours.

Tungsten Carbide Bearing Sleeves. An

improvement to replace main

rotor teflon feathering bearing

sleeves with a more durable mate

riel for increasing sleeve life.

Standard lightweight Aviorl'cs Equip

ment (SUE):

o ARC-IN Radio - An FM com

munication radio replacing the

ARC-54/l3l. It is a smaller,

lighter radio that is compatible

with secure voice systems.

a ARC-I64 Radio — A UHF-AM

voice communication radio re

placing ARC-Sl. It performs all

ARC-SI functions but is smaller,

lighter and compatible with se

cure voice systems. It provides 25

KHz spacing in the 224-400 MHz

band.

a ARC-H5 Radio — A VHF-AM

voice communication radio re

placing the ARC-I34. It also is

compatible with secure voice sys

terns.

CONIIS/NAV (ARM-I23). Improves

the AH-IS navigation capability

by adding VOR and ILS receivers,

glide slope, marker beacon and

indicator lights.

Engine Deck Panels. A three piece

engine deck designed to reduce

bonding separations and provide

for replacement of the forward

and middle panels by field units. It

also includes arms which support

No. l hangar bearing.

Antitorque Controls. Provides

push-pull tubes between tail rotor

pedals and tail rotor pitch

mechanism thus eliminating

troublesome pulleys, sprockets,

cables and chains. This improve

ment is included on the Mod "5"

models.

Fire Detection. The system instal

led in the engine compartment in

cludes a single loop sensing ele

ment connected to a control unit

which activates fire warning indi

cators, located on the pilot's in

strument panel.

Flex Beam Tail Rotor. A simple uni

ball feathering bearing with a

single piece hub which reduces

maintenance and provides better

antitorque controllability. This

improvement is included on all

AH-l models.

The Cobra attack helicopter

has proven itself to be a viable

aircraft for today's antiarmor re

quirement. It also will comple

ment the advanced attack heli

copter in the high-low mix of at

tack helicopters in the U.S. Army

fighting force of the future.

The next article on the moder

nization of the Al'I-TS will cover

the new turret and weapons pro

grams. ‘ *
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Figure l—Production upgunned AH-lS features
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Colonel Robert P. St. Louis

LAST MONTH part one of this

article presented an overview of

the AH-T Modernization Pro

gram. It focused on the features

of product improvements and

how the resultant improvements

will be incorporated into the

Cobra TOW (tube-launched,

optically-tracked, wire-guided

missile) antiarmor attack heli

copter fleet.

This article addresses, in part,

the new weapon subsystems

which will increase significantly

the combat capability of Cobra

TOW attack helicopters.

The requirement to modernize

and "upgun" the Cobra was de

fined by a Special Study Group

(SSG) during the Priority Air

craft Subsystem Review at Ft.

Rucker, AL from November

‘I974 to December 1975. (See

"Pass in Review," April 75 D!

GIST and "The Upgun Di

St. Louis, MO

lemma," May 75 DIGEST.)

The SSG, under the direction

of the commanders of the U. S.

Army Armor and U. S. Army Av

iation Centers, was comprised of

representatives of TRADOC

(Training and Doctrine Com

mand), DACROM (Army Ma

teriel Development and Readiness

Command), subordinate com

mands, the Cobra Proiect Man

ager's Office and field commands.

Following affordability analyses

of the SSG recommendations by

the Department of the Army staff,

Required Operational Capability

(ROC) documents were approved

and used as the basis for structur

ing the current Cobra Moderniza

tion Program.

The first major effort to

upgun the Cobra attach helicop

ter was included in the Enhanced

Cobra Armament Program

(ECAP). Bell Helicopter Textron

(BHT) is the prime contractor

Project Manager, Cobra, TSARCOM

and system integrator. The

program is divided into two

phases to best meet the funding

and development time frames.

Phase I includes development

and qualification of a universal

turret to accommodate either

the 20 mm or 30 mm weapon

system and a Stores Manage

ment/Remote Set Fuzing Subsys

tem. It also will include aircraft

interface aspects and the appli

cation of additional fiscal year

(FY) 78 product improvement

programs (PlPs).

Phase II includes the qualifica

tion of a new fire control sub

system, the incorporation of ad

ditional PlPs and improvements

in aircraft survivability equip

ment. Phase II will be discussed

next month in part 3 of this or

ticle. Figure 1 summarizes the

basic features of the ECAP

Phase I Program.

FEBRUARY 1978
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Figure 2— Universal turret system
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The universal turret will be

developed and manufactured by

General Electric, Armament Sys

tems Department, Burlington,

VT. The objectives of the Uni

versal Turret Program are to pro

vide an improved standoff capa

bility, improve antipersonnel and

antimateriel effectiveness and

accommodate either a 20 mm or

30 mm weapon. This new turret

eventually will replace the M28

(7.62 mm/40 mm) subsystem

now installed in the Cobra.

The 101st new production

AH-lS is scheduled for delivery

this September. It will be

equipped with the universal tur

ret and the 20 mm, M197 gun.

The 30 mm, XM230El gun is

scheduled for installation on the

Al'l-lS in May I981. The Univ

ersal Turret is electrically pow

ered and has a design weight

limit of 175 pounds. The basic

components of the system (fig

ure 2) are the turret, linked feed

system and three electronics

boxes containing the turret, gun

and logic controls.

In the AH-lS, the Universal

Turret fires through :ll0 de

grees forward azimuth and has a

UNIVERSAL

GUN CONTROL BOX

PROPOSED UNIVERSAL

LOGIC CONTROL BOX

variable elevation of 20.5 de

grees maximum and a depres

sion of 50 degrees maximum.

Turret position is controlled by

the pilot or copilot through hel

met sights or by the copilot

through use of the Telescopic

Sight Unit (TSU) of the missile

subsystem. The turret is electri

cally driven by two servo

motors—one for azimuth and

one for elevation. The motors

receive position commands from

either the TSU or helmet sights

and feature quick response and

safe, reliable operation.

As previously indicated, the

universal turret will accommo

date either the 20 mm M197

Vulcan or the XM230El Chain

Gun. The saddle of the turret is

designed to accommodate the

slide mounts of the XM230El

and the quick release pin mount

ing of the M197. The ammuni

tion storage container is de

signed to hold either 20 mm or

30 mm ammunition. Partitions

will be added to the container to

accommodate the shorter 20

mm round. Ammunition chuting

is easily exchanged by using

quick release fasteners. The

complete operation of inter
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CONTROL BOX
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‘ 1" .

AMMUNITION“ '
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changing gun, chuting and feed

systems takes less than 30 min

utes.

The M197 20 mm gun is

shown in figure 3 mounted on

the universal turret with its am

munition container. It fires

standard M50 series 20 mm

ammunition at a rate of 730

:50 shots-per-minute with an

effective range of 2,000 meters.

For the AH-lS, the gun is held

within the turret by a rear ball

mount, a slider, and a low force

recoil adapter. The low force re

coil adapter reduces the recur

ring peak recoil load of the gun

to about 1,150 pounds.

The XM230El 30 mm Chain

Gun is shown in figure 4

mounted on the Universal Turret

with its ammunition containers.

This weapon fires the XM

788789 (ADENDEFA) family of

30 mm ammunition (figures 5

and 6) at a rate of 730 #50

shots-per-minute and has an ef

fective range of 3,000 meters.

The recoil attenuating system,

supplied as a part of the turret

subsystem, will limit 30 mm gun

recoil forces transmitted to the

turret and provide compatibility

with the TSU.
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Figure 3—M197, 20 mm gun with ammunition container mounted in universal turret
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Figure 4—XM23QI, 30 mm chain qun Willi ammunition container mounted in universal turret

mi.‘ _.
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Figure 6—30 mm ADEN/DEFA type ammunition to be utilized in the XM23OEl chain gun (XM799)

TUHFIET HIND EUINTFIULS

On the AH-lS, the turret is

mounted under the nose of the

helicopter, the some as the pres

ent M28 turret. The turret con

tains the components necessary

for positioning and firing the gun

as directed by the gunner from the

sighting station. Positioning of

the gun is performed by a gimbal

and a saddle which moves the gun

in azimuth and elevation respec

tively. The azimuth and elevation

drives are powered by direct cur

rent motors through gear reduc

tions. Electrical current for the

motors is controlled from the

servo amplifiers, located in the

turret control box, which use the

helicopter's 28 volt DC (direct cur

rent) power source.

The turret, gun and universal

logic control boxes provide the

electronics for all controls and

switches in the system.

EE] ItllYI/EIE] IZ'IIYI LIINHEU

STUFIHGE HIND FEED SYSTEM

A complement of 750 20 mm or

500 30 mm rounds of linked

ammunition is fed to the gun

through flexible chuting from

the ammunition box stored in

the ammunition compartment of

the helicopter. During firing, a

small booster motor pulls linked

ammunition from the box and

pushes it into a section of flexi

ble chuting which is connected

to the gun's feeder. The booster

eliminates excessive belt pull

loads, which occur when the belt

is pulled on by the delinking

feeder, and eliminates the re

quirement to manually fill the

chute during loading.
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The 2.75 inch rocket subsys

tem has been one of the primary

aerial weapon systems used on

the Cobra. It provided valuable

support to ground units during

the Vietnam conflict.

There are several development

programs that have been in

itiated by the 2.75 Inch Racket

Proiect Manager to improve the

warheads and launchers to be

used on the modernized Cobra.

The basic 2.75 inch rocket

motor and the available war

heads are shown in figure 7. The

submunitions and chaff war

heads are the newest develop

ments in the warhead program.

During the $56 review in

1974-5, the weight of any pros

pective improvement was a key

consideration in structuring the

modernized Cobra program. As

a result of the weight factor, a

requirement for lightweight 7

and 19 round launcher develop

ment was established. The de

sign features of these launchers

are illustrated in figures 8 and 9.

The Stores Management/Re

mote Set Fuzing Subsystem de

veloped and manufactured by

Baldwin Electronics Incorpo

rated, Little Rock, AR, will use

the 2.75 inch warhead and

launcher improvements to ena

ble more effective mission ac

complishment by Cobra crews.

This subsystem is scheduled to

be installed on the 101st new

production AH-lS in September.

The control panel for the

stores management/remote set

fuzing subsystem is shown in

figure 10. The panel will provide

the means to select and fire, while

in flight, any one of five types of

external rocket stores. It will al

low the pilot to set range and

select the fuze setting best suited

to the type target being engaged

to include settings which will per

mit penetration of tree canopies

or fortifications protecting

selected targets.

Although electrical power re

quirements for the AH-lS con

tinue to increase, adequate

power will be available to oper

ate subsystem changes de

scribed in this article, plus sev

eral high electric power demand

devices forthcoming.

Beginning in September 1978,

modifications will include the in

stallation of alternating current

alternators on the transmissions

of all Cobra S models produced.

The weapon subsystems dis

cussed above, coupled with the

TOW missile, and the versatility

of available ordnance will pro

vide Cobra crews with the re

quired firepower to accomplish

missions of antiarmor, direct

aerial fire support and armed

escort/reconnaissance. The com

monality of guns, rockets and

missiles will enhance the ef

fectiveness of rearming at for

ward area rearm and refuel

points (FARRPs). The survivabil

ity of the crews will be improved

greatly with the added standoff

capability; the accuracy and ef

fectiveness of the new weapons

and ammunition; plus the capa

bility to remotely select the cor

rect fuze setting for the type

target being engaged. The en

hanced armament subsystems on

the modernized AH-lS will keep

the attack helicopter a viable

member of the Army's combined

arms team for many years.

Next month part 3 of the

"Modernized Cobra" will cover

the fire control, aircraft surviva

bility equipment, laser range

finder, and the laser tracker

programs. ‘I
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Figure 7—2.7S inch rocket motor and warheads

LIGHTWEIGHT LAUNCHER CONCEPT

AFT FAIRING
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FORWARD FAIRING ALL WEATHER

Figure 8—7 round 2.75 inch rocket lightweight launcher
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Figure 9—19 round 275 inch rocke' ligh'weight launcher
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Figure 10—(ontrol panel for siores management and remote set fuzing subsystem
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2.75 Update

Whatever Happened To

“The Egg On The Wall”?

AFEW years ago my predecessor,

Brigadier General Frank (Rags)

Ragano, described in this magazine

a new lethal warhead, the Multipur

pose Submunition (MPSM) War

head. lts functioning characteristic

was likened to that of a raw egg

thrown against a wall. (See “Zee Egg

Versus Zee Tank.‘ May 1975 Digest).

By means of these written words

I am pleased to present to you an

update on this and other 2.75 inch

rocket system improvements.

My subject separates nicely into

several general categories: those im

provements on the aircraft that are

going to contribute to better rock

etry; improvements in system lethal

ity; progress with our nonlethal or

supporting warheads; improvements

which increase system range and

reduce its weight; and finally. some

“off-the-wall" warhead concepts for

your consideration.

Improvements To Better Rock

etry. First then. a look at the aircraft

system improvements to rockets.

Very briefly and perhaps in review.

the rocket related tactics. equipment

and effects we had in Vietnam are

known to most of you. As we looked

to mid-intensity. the Army rapidly

identified and developed new tac

tics and doctrine. The complement

ing new equipment takes a little

longer; nonetheless. much work is

being done in this regard and that‘s

what this article is all about. The

effects that come from this equip

ment. of course. are the type that

have been identified as being neces

sary to fight and win in that mid

intensity environment. They were

Colonel James L. Tow

Project Manager

2.75 Inch Rocket System

Redstone Arsenal, AL

supported by Training and Doctrine

Command's Pass In Review Study

(see “Pass ln Review." April 1975

Digest, and "The Up-Gun Dilemma.“

May 1975 Digest) and by the Select

ed Effects Armament System (SEAS)

Cost and Operational Effectiveness

Analysis (see “SEAS COEA.“ April

1975 Digest).

Shown in shaded boxes of figure

1 are those areas for which the 2.75

inch rocket system project office

has responsibility. and under the

equipment category that means the

fuze, the warhead. the motor and

the launcher. The fire control and

stores management are responsibili

ties that fall under the purview of

the aircraft project manager; but

let me touch on them briefly as to

what they mean to the rocket system.

First. thefire control. The critical

part of fire control is the laser range

finder which will correct the massive

problem related to a 25 percent range

estimation error which is experienced

1. Comparative Use Of 2.75 Rocket System

2.75 INCH ROCKET SYSTEM

VIETNAM ERA

TACTICS EQUIPMENT EFFECTS

SHORT RANGE NO FIRE CONTROL

DIVE "woooeu ROUNDS"MIDINTENSITY

TACTICS EQUIPMENT EFFECTS

LONG RANGE FIRE CONTROL

NAP-OF-THE- Xi

EARTH

STORES

MANAGEMENT
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with our human system and bring it

down to 1 percent (figure 2). This

means that the aim point variation

due to this range error will be dras

tically reduced in size. In terms of

the traditional ellipse pattern we will

see an 80 percent reduction in the

aim point variation. The current

Mark 40 Motor has a ripple ballistic

pattern of some 19 mils. With the

existing range error combined with

the rocket ballistic characteristics.

it‘s not surprising that one gets the

large inaccuracies that many know

so well. Unfortunately. and all too

often. the wide spread knowledge

of these inaccuracies provides the

basis by which many improperly

judge the worth of ongoing system

improvements. It is readily seen that

a significant improvement will re

sult just by eliminating the current

range estimation error. and this the

fire control will do. You will start to

see fire control in Al-l-l Cobras in

the latter part of 1979.

The second area I would like to

mention relates to stores manage

ment andfuze setting. On a cockpit

panel similar to the one of figure 3.

pilots will be able to choose the type

of warhead they want to fire by se

lecting the zone within the launchers

from which it is to come. They will

apply the fuze setting that they want

for the rocket depending upon its

purpose and they will select the quan

tity to be fired. Pilots also will be

able to set the rate of firing and. as

you can see from the panel. much

other information will be available

to them. all key benefits.

One point further about stores

management and the zone from

which a rocket will come: in our

current launchers. we don't have

such a capability. but in the future.

the Lightweight 7-Tube Launcher

will have two zones. one consisting

of three tubes and the other of four.

Moving to the l9-Tube Launcher.

these same zones are retained within

the center seven tubes. but. a third

zone of 12 rockets is added with the

outer ring. Fuze setters and stores

management will begin appearing

MAY 1978
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2. Fire Control System Accuracy At Hover-4KM Range

on our AH-l Cobras around the end

of this year.

Lethal Warhead Improvements.

I would like now to move into the

specific improvements for which I

am responsible. dealing first with

those related to improvements to

our lethal warheads.

Two old friends are still in our

inventory. the M229 l7-pound War

head and the M151 10-pound high

explosive (HE) Warhead (figure 4).

Fuzes available are proximity and

point detonating. Well. what are we

doing to these old friends‘? We are

adding the new remotely set M433

multioption fuze (figure 5). With it.

inflight and from the cockpit. the

pilot then can select a super quick

3. Cockpit Fuze Set Panel

ZONE IN

mode or two variations in delay;

one is related to tree height for a

forested target area and the other

is the delay necessary to achieve a

penetration through a bunker or

building. The M433 fuze should very

much enhance the utility of the HE

Warhead. With availability depen

dent upon the allocation of procure

ment funds. this new warhead is

scheduled to become available dur

ing 1980.

The other fuze of the remotely

set family is the M439 fuze (figure

6). It is settable in terms of range.

either manually dialed from the

cockpit in 100-meter increments. or

automatically set from the range

finder input to the fire control com

VENTORY
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4. M-229 Warhead

(L) And M-‘l 51 (R)

puter and then through the fuze

setter electrically to the rocket war

head. This means that the aircraft

from a given firing position will be

capable of engaging several dif

ferent targets at differing ranges

with different warheads. all with

out moving the aircraft.

With the performance of this fuze

kept in mind. I would next like to

describe the most impressive of the

new developments, the MPSM War

head. It is the warhead to which the

"egg on the wall" concept applies.

The concept is alive and technically

very well. Shown in figure 7 in cut

away, this warhead will have 9 sub

munitions stacked as shown. Using

SUPZR-OUIL'K

!!MOD[ Ii‘
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5. Ill-433 Remote Set Multioption Fun/2.75 HE Warhea

variable range feature of the M439

fuze they will be expelled at a se

lected point along the trajectory.

Each submunition is multipurpose

in that it is effective against person

nel. materiel and armor. The sub

munition has a high drag device such

that when each is expelled from the

warhead it is. in short order. reduced

in velocity and separated from others.

achieving a vertical orientation as

it falls to the ground.

As determined by the Army

Materiel System Analysis Agency.

(AMSAA) effectivene$ against prone

personnel is particularly impressive.

Each warhead has five times more

lethal area than the standard 10

pound warhead. Significant results

also are obtained against materiel

and penetration of armor is achieved

from the shaped charge that is with

in each submunition. Given hits. very

significant probabilities of kill are

6. M-439 Range Remote Set Fuze/2.75 Cannister Warhead
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6000 M SMOKE SCIHN WARMiAD

(AIR DEFENSE TARGET)

4000 M SUBMUN‘TION WARHEAD

(MlXED TARGU)

obtained against point targets of

armor. Consequently. while the

MPSM Warhead is not designed to

be an antiarmor type weapon. it

nonetheless carries with it a lethality

that could not comfortably be ig

nored by an enemy.

How have we done in tests to date?

During the spring of last year at

Yuma Proving Ground. AZ the air

launched phase of DT I Tests was

conducted. Most of the impact data

are described by figure 8. Notice

the 250 meters by 350 meters pattern.

the direction of fire, and the fact

that AH-lG was standing off 2.500

meters.

For reasons of economy during

the advanced development phase.

only seven submunitions were con

tained in each warhead. Shown are

the results of 32 warheads. fired from

a hover or 20 knots (kts) single or in

pairs. A new sight alignment was

assumed prior to each single or pair

firing. Firing from a hover was per

formed intentionally with sight set

tings of both 39 and 129 mils. We

wanted to confirm that variations

of pitch attitude normally uninten

tional. did not significantly affect

the patterns location; and indeed

we found that to be consistently true.

The final firing of eight warheads

was with 20 kts forward flight. firing

singles. This was done by eight con

secutive passes over the firing point

at that same speed and while the
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sight setting was 83 mils. We did

have unintentional variations in pitch

attitude; nonetheless. the impact

area and pattern remained essen

tially unchanged from that of war

heads fired from the hover. The

findings are more significant and

clearly show a vast improvement in

tightening up of the impact pattern

over that which we expect today

with the standard 10-pound HE War

heads.

Now what does this mean in terms

&
S

nomums

 

7. XM-261

MPSM Warhead

of effectiveness‘? Available analy

ses tell us that today with 38 rockets

fired on 100-square meter prone

personnel target at 4.000 meters

(with our current AH-lG. 25 per

cent range error. and Standard

HE Warhead). we could do little

more than frighten the enemy. How

ever. with the Submunition War

head combined with the fire control

now being developed for the Cobra.

the casualties would exceed any

and all expectations.

There is every reason to be opti

mistic about what to expect from

this high payoff warhead. Tests show

that we have an acceptable item al

ready from the standpoint of lethal

area and armor penetration. Pitch

variation sensitivity virtually has been

eliminated because of the excellent

performance of the high-drag device

of the Submunition. We officially

completed advanced development

in October of 1977 and progress in

fiscal year (FY) 78 is dependent up

on the extent to which funding can

be identified.

Supporting warheads. Turning

now to the supporting type warheads.

the first one that I would mention is

the Screening Smoke “Wick“ War

head. Shown in figure 9 in cut-away

is the new warhead. It has 10 per

forated metallic “wicks" filled with

fiberglass which are contained in a

canister filled with white phosphorus.

When the warhead functions the

canister bursts. creating a cloud of

white phosphorus in the air. with

9. Smoke Warhead XM-259
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the 10 wicks streaming individually

to the ground. One would see the

trail they cause for about 5 minutes.

These wicks provide a continuing

source of smoke. thereby creating

a very effective smoke screen.

Two different configurations will

provide for both fixed and variable

range fuzing. The fixed distance

smoke as demonstrated during DT/

OT I could be available in 14 months.

This period reflects the time needed

to obtain the money. administer a

contract. and then produce the war

head. A special in-process review

(IPR) was held in September which

recommended that the warhead be

type classified; thus. it will be clear

ed soon for an urgent procurement

to meet contingency and training

needs. Procurement is planned for

FY 79.

With respect to the preferred

Smoke Warhead. the remotely set

fuzed variable range version. we

have just completed a year of in

activity due to a lack of dollars. but

engineering development will now

start in earnest in FY 78 with field

ing planned soon thereafter.

Many valuable lessons should fol

low the fielding of a Smoke Screen

ing Warhead. There are differing

opinions as to the use of Smoke War

heads from attack helicopters cap

able of carrying antitank missiles.

Some believe that missiles must

make up the total wing store load.

but I strongly believe that if it has

not already arrived. the day will

come soon when the firing of smoke

in support of tank killing missions

is as much a part. one with the other.

as fires are to maneuver and that
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10.

habitually, some of the attack heli

copters assets will always fire smoke

and other supportive suppressive

fires while the balance of the force

engages tanks with its missiles. This

view is not widely held.

It might be useful to ponder some

key questions with regard to smoke

11.

 

EJECTION CHARGE

CANDLE CASE

illumination Warhead XM-262/263

for aviation; for instance, who de

livers it? When and how is it em

ployed? If the answers to these ques

tions require rocket delivery of

smoke, we will need to train for this

role. Hopefully, the imminent type

classification action will clear the

way for a procurement so attack

illumination Warhead Firing
 

Enemy Returns Fire. Attack Helicopter Repositions Self

 

 

helicopter units can get on with this

important training task.

The Illumination Warhead is an

other one that we are working on.

Shown in figure 10 as a cut-away, it

will ultimately use the same variable

range fuze that I have already de

scribed. In concept, the expected

use of the Illumination Warhead is

shown in figure 11. First, we see an

aircraft firing illumination into the

darkness, toward a suspected target

area. By the illumination provided,

targets are illuminated and then sub

sequently engaged by either ground

antitank weapons or from the air

craft firing tube-launched, optically

tracked, wire-guided (TOW) or Heli

copter Launched Fire and Forget

(HELLFIRE).

What‘s the status today‘? As you

are probably aware, there is a cur

rent Standard M257 Illumination

Warhead which we are now procur

ing for the first time. In fact, a re

cently signed contract with Thiocol

will provide for 50,000 illumination

rockets. The first of this quantity

should reach the field around the

end of 1978. The M257 will provide

more than a million candle power

for 2 minutes but there is one draw

back. It functions at the single range

of 3,000 meters. This means that

the parachute flare was designed

for low ejection velocity. The need

for variable ranges requires a new

design development, hence the

follow-on illumination warhead is

essential. With regard to the new

development item, progress was be

gun in FY 76, then stopped when

dollars ran out. No further progress

has been made or will be made pend

ing the availability of dollars. They

are not now programed until the

FY 80 budget because of the low

priority of the effort.

The Variable Range Illumination

Warhead will have the same perfor

mance as the M257 in terms of illu

mination and duration but it will

incorporate the fuze which can be

manually or automatically set from

the cockpit for the desired range. It

will be designed for the variable
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12. Mark 66 MOD 1 Tri-service Motor

velocities that the parachute would

experience at the near and far ranges.

Because of our delay in getting start

ed it may not be available for some

5 to 6 years.

Less Weight And Greater Range.

Next. I would like to address the

system improvements which brighten

the picture regarding system range

and weight; first the range improve

ment. In FY 78 we have begun the

development work necessary to in

troduce the Navy-developed Mark

66 higher velocity rocket motor in

to the Army and eventually Tri

Service inventory. In view of the

goal to maintain interoperability

with North Atlantic Treaty Organ

ization (NATO) launchers. lam con

fident we will see it there too (see

figure 12).

The Army has decided that it

wants the Mark 66 because of its

higher velocity. which in turn gives

us a direct fire range capability to

6.000 meters: this is about a 2.000

meter improvement over that of the

Mark 40. While we want to retain

the velocity characteristics of the

Mark 66. its current design in the

fin and nozzle area and of the elec

trical contact are incompatible with

current Tri-Service launchers.

Our program will address the com

patibility problem and. at the same

time. incorporate into the fin and

nozzle area the best known design

concepts for achieving an improved

ballistic accuracy when rockets are

fired from a hovering helicopter. By

focusing on fin and nozzle redesign.

we can expect a motor which is less

sensitive to the very difficult down

wash environment. From this pro

gram should come tighter patterns.

greater range and higher velocity.

The Lightweight Launcher (LWL)

is under development by Hughes

Aircraft Company. One of the latest

prototypes is shown in figure 13.

This launcher is quite different from

what we have today. The l9-tube

launcher is expected to weigh 80

pounds; that is nearly 65 pounds

lighter than one of our current

launchers when modified for remote

fuze setting. The 7-tube launcher

will weigh under 40 pounds. The

launchers will be capable of eight

or more firings per tube. Today's

M200 Launcher is reusable. many

more than eight times. and is repair

able. The LWL will incorporate the

wiring for the remote fuze setting

and also will have the provisions

for environmental protection of the

rockets so that they can be fired

under flight conditions of moderate

icing. There are a number of im

provements to be found in the new

“Lightweight Launcher.“ Deliveries

are expected during the last half of

1979.

In this article. I have tried to pre

sent the latest status of our funded

rocket system improvements. Rec

ognizing that some of what I have

written may spark a response. this

author invites the comments and/or

inquiries from your readers. I appre

ciate fully that ideas of value can

come from anyone within our broad

base of rocket users and supporters.

Whether or not you have com

ments or ideas regarding the 2.75

inch rocket system. you can be cer

tain of one thing— it is a totally new

system which is coming with capa

bilities so vastly improved over what

we now have—you may have to see

it to believe it. And see it you will!

13. New. 19-Tube Lightweight Launcher
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Project Manager. Cobra. TSARCOM

St. Louis. MO

HE AH-lS modernization pro

gram has continued to progress

since it began in 1975. Today we

are about halfway through the

modernization effort and are field

ing the new production Enhanced

Cobra Armament System (ECAS)

Cobra with the 20 mm cannon and

universal turret.

The chart on page 4 provides

an overview of the total moderni

zation effort. The delivery schedules

for the different AH-IS models are

shown in each block. New produc

tion deliveries are shown in step 1

(production S). step 2 (up-gun S)

and step 3 (fully modernized S).

Modification of the existing AH

16 fleet is shown in the top block

(mod 5) and step 3 (AH-lG to fully

modernized S).

Major modifications being add

ed to the AH-lS in the separate

steps include the tube-launch

ed. optically-tracked. wire-guided

(TOW) missile system. helmet sight

subsystem. up-rated engine and

powertrain. improved avionics and

aircraft survivability equipment.

universal turret with a 20 mm can

non. rocket management subsystem

and fire control system. Details of

these improvements are discussed

in the three modernized Cobra arti

cles at the center of this issue.

Completion of the three steps of

the recycle program shown at the

lower right of the chart will provide

the Army with a standardized Cob

ra fleet with increased firepower

and performance. Fielding of the

98 aircraft shown in step 2 of the

chart has been accomplished at Ft.

Hood. TX: Ft. Campbell. KY: Ft.

Bliss. TX: and Ft. Bragg. NC.

Fielding of the remaining air

craft in step 2 began at Ft. Carson.

CO last month. As a matter of in

terest. the aircraft assigned to Ft.

Bliss were the first to be equipped

with the new improved main rotor

blade. It is planned that all future

6Q? Pajama

Psatma Rpat
new production aircraft will have

the new blades installed.

As the new production AH-lS

Cobras are fielded. the remaining

AH-lG fleet is being phased into

the Bell Helicopter Amarillo. TX

facility for modification to the fully

modernized AH-lS aircraft. After

next month all aircraft delivered

from the new production line in

Ft. Worth. TX and the modifica

tion line in Amarillo will be in the

fully modernized configuration.

Operational readiness rates for

the Cobra/TOW aircraft have met

or exceeded the Department of the

Army standard of 70 percent since

its initial fielding in 1975. The over

all Cobra fleet (AH-lG and AH

15) operational readiness (OR) rate

was 78 percent in February 1979.

This was the highest OR rate ever

achieved by the AH-] fleet.

The contractor's testing of the

fully modernized AH-lS with the

new fire control subsystem was

completed last June. Test results

to date on the fully modernized
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Cobra have been extremely en

couraging. surpassing our expecta

tions. particularly the deadly ac

curacy being achieved with the 20

mm cannon. Development testing

lDTl began in July with operational

testing (OT) scheduled to follow

this month. Completion of DT/OT

testing is set for next month. when

it is planned for the first fully mod

ernized AH-lS to be delivered to

the Army. Monthly meetings with
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U. 5. Army Missile Command. U.S.

Army Armament Readiness Com

mand. U.S. Army Communications

and Electronics Materiel Readi

ness Command. U.S. Army Troop

Support and Aviation Materiel

Readiness Command and Bell

Helicopter are being held to assure

all necessary actions are taken to

obtain a timely materiel release of

the fully modernized AH-lS.

When the fully modernized Cob

ra is first fielded the laser range

finder and airborne laser tracker

(ALT) will not be installed. The

laser experienced some technical

problems. which. coupled with in

creased production leadtime. have

caused a slippage until next July.

Aircraft fielded without the laser

rangefinder will be retrofitted in

the field by exchanging standard

TOW missile subsystem telescopic

sight units (TSU) with laser range

finder equipped TSU. The decision

to defer installation of the ALT is

related to the availability of a field

ed laser designator. Each aircraft

will be equipped with complete

provisions so the ALT can be in

stalled in the field at the appropriate

time.

Future AH-l Configurations.

Last August a memorandum of un

derstanding (MOU) on AH-l con

figuration was established among

1976 I I977 l I978 I979 I980
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19° maircraft I

100

aircraftE

I980 I981 I982 1983 1984

the commanding generals of the

Aviation Center. Armor Center and

TSARCOM. The MOU establishes

the AH-lS configuration and as

sures that future changes to the

AH-l will enhance the combat ef

fectiveness of the Cobra weapon

system. All three principals must

agree to any future configuration

changes. As a result of the agree

ment. action has been initiated to

terminate the CONUS navigation

package. proximity warning receiv

er and the M-130 chaff dispenser.

The 1978 Army Aviation Sys

tems Program Review highlighted

some operational limitations of at

tack helicopters for the future bat

tlefield. For the Cobra. the lack of

a night capability is an operational

limitation. In an effort to provide a

limited night capability. the Cobra

project manager in conjunction with

Night Vision Laboratories has init

iated a feasibility demonstration

program for a FLIR (forward look

ing infrared radar) Augmented

Cobra TOW Sight (FACTS). The

FACTS system will provide the co

pilot gunner with an improved cap

ability to acquire and engage targets

during periods of poor daylight vis

ibility (dawn. dusk. smoke. haze.

etc.) and at night.

The feasibility demonstration

program is ongoing with the objec

1984

98

aircraft3

I985
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Moziernization

Program

Schedule

tive to demonstrate the improved

AH-lS adverse weather target ac

quisition capabilities and to form a

basis for a required operational

capability change in support of a

development program for FACTS.

Contractor tests conducted in Aug

ust were completely successful. Five

TOW missiles were fired and all

missiles hit the target.

The Cobra TOW program is a

vital one for the defense of our

country. The Cobra team is work

ing hard to provide the best attack

helicopter weapon system for our

fighting force now! *—
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COL Pershing entered the Army in 1954

after being graduated from Purdue Uni

versity in West Lafayette, IN. He earned a

master's degree in Business Administra

tion from Michigan State University. East

Lansing, and is a graduate of the Army

War College
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HE MODERNIZED AH-IS

Cobra is the result of a series

of evolutionary changes respond

ing to a changing battlefield

environment. When the AH-lG

was introduced to combat in 1967

the target array primarily was

trucks, troops and sampans. The

AH-lG’s rockets and turreted

7.62 mm miniguns could be used

at close ranges and at altitudes

of 1,000 to 2,000 feet with good

effect and relative immunity from

the unsophisticated air defense

capabilities of the enemy. A simple

airspeed based jump correction

and eyeball estimated range

correction were sufficient for

getting turreted gunfire near the

George L. Cohill

Manager. Systems Integration

Bell Helicopter Textron

Ft. Worth. TX

short range targets and the fire

was then walked onto the target.

For rocket delivery a manually

preset combining sight was used

along with the tactic of making a

shallow dive at the target. These

“canned maneuvers" were prac

ticed until some of the old hands

became proficient at delivering

rockets under a particular set of

conditions.

The battlefield of today, domi

nated by armor accompanied by

sophisticated air defense capabil

ities. requires a gunship able to

deliver accurate fire on the first

burst at standoff ranges while

flying nap-of-the-earth. The

modernized Cobra with its TOW

missile system. 20 mm turreted

gun, remote set fuzing multi

function rocket warheads, rocket

management system. and inte

grated gun and rocket fire con

trol system (figure 1) is equipped

to respond to the demands of

this new. more sophisticated

battlefield environment. The

addition of the TOW missile

system (figure 2) to the AH-lG

in 1972 gave the capability to
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deal with the armor threat of the

modern battlefield.

In the spring of 1978 the

universal turret subsystem with

its 20 mm automatic cannon was

qualified on the AH-lS (see page

34, figure 3, this issue). As part

of the same program the addition

of the rocket management sub

system (page 38, figure 7) gives

the AH-lS pilot the capability to

manage the inventory of as

many as 76 rockets of five

different types, to select and fire

them at various rates and to

remotely set the RC fuzing

system in the rockets.

The stabilized telescopic sight

unit from the TOW missile

system can be used to aim the

turreted 20 mm gun. TheAI-I-lS,

therefore, had all of the elements

for aiming and firing the 20 mm

cannon at standoff ranges, but

did not have a fire control

system to provide the necessary

lead angle and super elevation

corrections to make the gunfire

system adequately accurate at

those ranges. The same was true

of the rocket system. The man

ual techniques used in Vietnam

were totally inadequate to han

dle the problem of firing rockets

from nap-of-the-earth, at hover

and low air speeds, and out to

ranges of 6,000 meters with

sufficient accuracy to make the

weapon effective.

Studies conducted at Bell

Helicopter Textron and tests

conducted by the Army had

shown that gunfire and rocket

fire accuracy could be improved

by factors of two to five by the

addition of a full solution fire

control system. During the fall

of 1976 BHT performed detailed

systems studies and prepared a

set of specifications for a laser

rangefinder, an omnidirectional

air data system, a head-up

display and a digital fire control

computer. In the spring of 1977

Bell conducted a competition

and source selection for the four

major elements of the fire control

subsystem. These major subsys

tems were integrated by BHT

with the TOW missile system,

the XM-128 helmet sight sub

system, the AN/ASN-128 light

Figure 2

TOW Missile System Components

Glossary

AADS airspeed and direction sensor

ADS air data subsystem

BHT Bell Helicopter Textron

CRT cathode ray tube

DC direct current

EPU electronics processor unit

FCC fire control computer

FLlR forward looking infrared

HUD head-up display

HUDS head-up display system

H hertz

LEAT laser augmented airborne

TOW

LAI low airspeed indicator

LOS line-of-sight

mm millimeter

mrad milliradians

MTBF mean time between failure

RC recent capacitance

HMS rocket management system

TOW tube-launched.optically

tracked. wire-guided

TSU telescopic sight unit

TTL-MSI transient transient logic—

medium scale integration

V volt

VA voltampere

W watt

weight doppler navigation sub

system, the airborne laser

tracker, the rocket management

subsystem, the universal turret

subsystem, and several other

onboard subsystems to provide a

full solution fire control subsys

tem for the AH-lS. A functional

block diagram of the fire control

subsystem is shown in figure 3.

In the subsequent paragraphs

the fire control system is

described in terms of a few of its

primary modes of operation.

Highest accuracy gunfire is

achieved using the TSU for

target acquisition and tracking.

In this mode the gunner tracks

the target with the TSU and

obtains accurate laser range to

the target by means of the TSU

mounted laser rangefinder. The

universal gun turret is connected

to the TSU through the interface

control unit. In the absence of

gunline commands from the fire

control computer, the gun turret

points at the same target that

the TSU is tracking. The fire



control computer takes in line-of

sight angles, line-of-sight angle

rates and range data from the

TSU; air data (three dimensional

airspeed. static pressure and air

temperature) from the air data

set; three dimensional aircraft

ground speed from the doppler;

and aircraft pitch and roll angles

with respect to the local vertical

from the vertical gyro.

With the range and LOS rate

data and doppler velocity data.

the computer generates an esti

mate of target ground velocity

and aircraft ground speed. Wind

speed is computed by combining

doppler velocities and vector

airspeed from the air data set.

Air density is computed from the

static pressure and temperature

data.

All of the preceding param

eters are combined by the com

puter in a set of ballistic

equations to compute azimuth

and elevation offset angles by

which the gun turret must be

displaced from the line-of-sight

to the target in order for the

bullets to hit the target. Bore

sight corrections which are

stored in the fire control com

puter are added automatically to

the azimuth and elevation offsets

to account for boresight errors.

The final azimuth and eleva

tion offset angles are updated at

a 50 Hz rate and added to gun

lines displacing the gun turret

from the TSU line-of-sight by a

corresponding amount. When

the gunner pulls the trigger the

cannon fires a burst of 20 mm

rounds at a 730-shot per minute

rate. The projectiles should

intercept the target at the point

where the target will be when the

projectiles arrive. In the fire

control solution the computer

has accounted for range. projec

tile ballistics, aircraft to target

geometry, aircraft attitude, air

craft motion, angles of attack

and sideslip, wind. air density.

target motion and weapon sys
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Figure 3

Modernized Cobra Fire Control Subsystem

tem boresight error.

Either crewmember can use

the helmet mounted sight to

direct gunfire. In this mode

accurate LOS angle rate infor

mation is not available and

manually estimated range is

used. but the fire control solu

tion accounts for all of the other

variables listed above. The hel

met mounted sight directed

gunfire mode is not as accurate

as the TSU directed mode. but

since the helmet sights are used

for snap shooting at close-in

targets, high accuracy is not

required.

There are two basic modes of

rocket delivery, direct and

indirect. In both modes the pilot

uses the head-up display as the

primary sighting system. In the

direct mode the fire control

computer takes in range infor

mation from either the laser

rangefinder or manually set

range on the rocket management

panel; the type of rocket selected

by the pilot on the RMS panel;

and collective position for down

wash computation; in addition to

the inputs (other than LOS and

LOS rate) used for gunfire.

The fire control computer cal

culates a solution to the rocket

delivery problem and positions

the HUD fire control reticle in

azimuth and elevation. The pilot

then maneuvers the aircraft in a

way such that the reticle super

imposes on the target and

punches off the rockets. Based

upon the rocket and penetration

mode selected by the pilot the

computer also computes a time

of function or a penetration delay

for the fuze.

The indirect rocket delivery

mode uses the TSU as the target

acquisition and tracking sensor.

The HUD is used as if it were an

ordinary cathode ray tube type

display as opposed to a see

through combining sight. Under

certain conditions such as long

ranges (more than 4,800 meters)

it is necessary to elevate the nose

of the Cobra so much that it

actually interferes with the

pilot's line-of-sight to the target.
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Figure 4

Head-Up Display Subsystem

Under these conditions the

pilot cannot superimpose the fire

control reticle on the target

which must be done in the direct

mode. The pilot, therefore,

switches to the indirect mode

and has the gunner track and

range on the target. The LOS

and range data from the TSU is

combined by the computer with

the other parameters described

above and the fire control reticle

is displaced by the appropriate

amount. Pilots then fly the

aircraft in a way such that the

fire control reticle is super

imposed on the aircraft boresight;

reference symbol. When the two

symbols are superimposed the

pilot fires the rockets which

should strike the target which

cannot be seen from the cockpit.

The indirect mode can be used at

shorter ranges as well, if the

crew prefers it to the direct

mode.

As stated, four major sub

systems were added to the

AH-lS to provide an accurate

full solution gun and rocket fire

control system. Each of these

subsystems is described in more

detail below.

The head-up display subsys

tem presents pilots the colli

mated symbology they require to

align the aircraft for TOW

missile delivery, to aim the

8

aircraft for rocket firing, and to

monitor certain critical flight

parameters without diverting

attention from the target scene.

The HUDS (figure 4) consists of

three line replaceable units, a

pilot's display unit called a

HUD, a symbol processor unit,

and a boresightable mount.

The HUD is mounted on top of

the pilot's instrument panel and

presents flight, target acquisi

tion and weapon delivery infor

mation using a CRT/optical

display. An optically-coated

glass, dual combiner is used to

reflect the symbology which is

generated by the CRT into the

central 20 degrees of the pilot's

forward field of vision. The

symbology which appears in the

pilot's field of view is focused at

infinity giving pilots essential

information that they can view

simultaneously with the target,

without constantly refocusing

their eyes and scanning a multi

tude of panel instruments during

target attack. Weapons sys

tems, fire control, flight status

and flight control information

are displayed, including target

acquisition reticles, aircraft

boresight reference, and

gunner's sighting cues. The fire

control data displayed includes

aiming and firing data for

rockets and TOW missiles and is

based upon the weapon type

selected by the crew. Also dis

played are engine torque, radar

altitude, magnetic heading and

target range data information.

The symbol processor receives

and processes inputs from the

fire control computer and other

aircraft sensors and generates all

of the symbology which is dis

played on the HUD.

The boresightable mount,

which becomes a permanent part

of the ship after boresighting,

permits complete interchange

ability of the HUD at the unit

maintenance level without the

need for reboresighting.

The head-up display subsys

tem is a compact, lightweight

Figure 5

Air Data Subsystem
 



system weighing 26 pounds. The

HUDS is constructed of modules

for quick replacement when

maintenance is required. The

current estimated MTBF is

nearly 1,500 hours.

Brightness of the display can

be adjusted to be compatible

with night vision goggles for

nighttime use. The addition of

the head-up display subsystem

to the modernized Cobra. with

its ability to represent instant

weapon delivery and flight infor

mation. significantly enhances

the 24-hour mission effectiveness

of the Cobra weapon system.

Accurate air data is essential

for both gun and rocket fire

control. This information is pro

vided to the fire control system

by the air data subsystem. The

ADS is shown in figure 5. The air

data subsystem consists of three

line replaceable units: The air

speed and direction sensor

(AADS), the electronics pro

cessor unit (EPU) and the low

airspeed indicator (LAI). Each

line replaceable unit is replace

able without any adjustment to

other subsystem units.

The airspeed and direction

sensor is a swivelling pitot-static

probe, which senses local airflow

pitot and static pressures. the

angles of that airflow relative to

the helicopter. and the free

stream air temperature. Pneu

matic pressure outputs and elec

tronic signals for angles and

temperature are fed to the EPU.

The EPU converts pneumatic

pressure information to analog

signals through electrical force

balance pressure transducers.

These pressure signals are com

bined with angle and tempera

ture data by a microprocessor

based computing unit. Output

signals from the EPU are in the

form of analog and digital for

mats that interface with the fire

control computer (FCC), the

radar altimeter and the LAI.

The low airspeed indicator is a

 

standard 3-inch indicator which

displays forward and lateral

components of airspeed up to 50

knots in any direction. Digital

signals are available to the FCC

for forward velocities up to 223

knots.

Total subsystem power con

sumption is less than 25W from

the aircraft 28V DC supply. and

less than 200 VA from the

aircraft 115V 400 Hz supply for

AADS anti-icing. The subsys

tem weighs less than 10.5

pounds.

The single most important

fire control parameter that was

not available on the basic AH-lS

was accurate target range data.

This is especially true at the

longer effective range of the 20

mm cannon. Accurate range

data also is required to permit

the full use of the standoff range

capability of the TOW missile

system. In the modernized AH.

18 accurate range information is

provided by a neodymium laser

rangefinder which is integrated

into the telescopic sight unit of

the airborne TOW system (figure

6). This modified system is known

as the laser augmented airborne

TOW system. An engineering

drawing giving details and iden

tification of parts may be seen

Figure 6

Laser Augmented Airborne TOW

.\
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Figure 7

Characteristics of Laser Rangefinder Subsystem

TRANSMITTER

Laser medium

Switching

Wavelength

Beam divergence

Neodymium YAG

dye Q

1.06 pm

80% in 0.5 mrad

RECEIVER

Detector type

Max range

Instantaneous FOV

silicon avalanche

9900 meters

2 mrad t 10%

_l

on page 42. figure 6. this issue.

The laser provides four digit

range values through the TSU

eyepiece to the gunner and

digitized serial data ranges to

both the head-up display and

fire control computer in less than

a quarter of a second after laser

trigger closure. The laser is capable

of ranging to 9.900 meters. Multi

ple targets can be discriminated.

and the gunner is provided with

multiple target indication.

As shown in figure 6 the

system hardware consists of a

transmitter. receiver and display

mounted within the sight and an

electronics box mounted on top

of the TSU. Complete inte

gration is accomplished at a

weight penalty of 18 pounds and

a power dissipation of less than

200 watts.

Some of the more important

characteristics of the laser range

finder subsystem are listed in

figure 7.

Another feature which was

included was a capability to

establish a minimum range gate.

The gunner can adjust this gate

and exclude laser returns nearer

than the gate value. such as

trees in front of a target.

The modernized Cobra fire

control system is tied together

Figure 8

Fire Control Computer
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by the digital fire control com

puter. The FCC is shown in

figure 8. The small cylinder

shown in front of the unit is the

boresight memory module which

permits boresight data to be

transferred from the FCC in the

Cobra to a replacement FCC if

the computer fails. Thus it is not

necessary to reboresight the

system when the computer is

replaced.

The modernized Cobra fire

control computer is a 16 bit.

parallel general purpose digital

computer. It has evolved from

the Teledyne TDY-43 family of

aerospace minicomputers. The

computer is mature equipment

using TTL-MSI components as

the primary technology base.

The FCC interfaces with all of

the weapon. sighting and sensor

subsystems on the helicopter to

provide multimode fire control

solutions. The crew makes mode

and weapon selections through

the cockpit controls and the FCC

provides coordination between

sights. sights and sensors. and

sights and weapons.

The multifunction operation of

the FCC includes the following:

' Solves ballistic equations for

eight types of 2.75 rocket and 20

mm rounds providing rocket

launch line and gun prediction

angle based on instantaneous

atmospheric. range and target

helicopter velocity conditions.

0 Performs control and switch

ing for the various system modes

of operation and establishes

priorities.

' Generates drive signals for

head-up display symbology.

' Performs self test. interface

test and provides fault indica

tions.

' Performs required computa

tions to support the fire control

solutions.

' Stores boresight transfor

mation matrices for electronic

boresight corrections between

weapons. sights and sensors.
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Figure 9

Components Requiring Boresighting

The FCC provides ballistic solu

tions at a rate of 50 times per

second.

The FCC is capable of 420,000

operations per second using a

standard mix of instructions and

has a memory capacity of 8,192

words installed and 8,192 words

additional growth capability on

the same memory card. Using

spare card spaces for additional

memory the growth capability is

49,152 words. The present

operational program occupies

7,900 words of memory leaving

more than 100 percent growth

capability without adding cards,

and the 50 Hz fire control

solution rate consumes .60 sec

onds per second of operating

time leaving time for 66.7 per

cent growth in the operational

program.

The modernized Cobra gun

and rocket subsystem is capable

of delivering highly accurate

long range gun and rocket fire.

For this capability to be realized,

however, the elements of the

armament and fire control sys

tem must be precisely aligned

with each other. The process of

bringing all of the elements of

the system into alignment is

referred to as boresighting. In

figure 9 the components requir

ing boresighting are identified.

The orientation of each of these

components must be mechani

cally aligned and/or electron

ically compensated with respect

to the aircraft reference (on top

of the TOW telescopic sight unit)

to accuracies ranging from 0.25

degree down to 0.015 degree.

This kind of precision is accom

plished in the factory during

assembly of the AH-IS by

means of highly accurate assem

bly jigs and a large, rigid

boresight fixture with high preci

sion optical telescopes and colli

mators. The factory boresight

fixture is shown in figure 10.

It is easy to see that a

boresight fixture as large and

heavy as the factory fixture is

not practical for application in

the field. BHT, therefore, under

took the design of a boresight

fixture capable of providing the

required alignment accuracies

but more suitable to field use. A

prototype field portable bore

sight fixture is shown mounted

on the nose of an AH-lS in figure

11. This unit provides the same

basic functions as the factory

boresight fixture. The boresight

fixture is used with standard

Army elbow borescopes and a

new unit called the boresight

controller (figure 12).

The boresight controller is

electrically connected to the fire

control computer, and permits

the aircraft armament repairman

to use the fire control computer

to assist in boresighting the

system. This is one of the major

features of the new fire control

system for the AH-lS. The fire

control computer automatically

compensates for boresight errors

Figure 10

Factory Boresight Fixture
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Figure 11

Prototype Field Boresight Fixture

among the armament and fire

control components by storing

these errors during boresighting

and then incorporating boresight

corrections dynamically into the

fire control solution during

actual firing of the weapon.

The boresight concept for the

modernized Cobra armament

and fire control system has been

developed with careful consid

eration given to the problems of

maintaining and replacing com

ponents in the field. If it is

necessary to replace the tele

scopic sight unit, the system

must be reboresighted. The

head-up display unit. the air

Figure 12

Boresight Controller
 

data sensor and the fire control

computer can be replaced with

out reboresighting. The boresight

correction data that is stored in

the fire control computer is

contained in a small module on

the front panel of the computer.

This module is removed by

unscrewing a finger tight con

nector. pulling out the boresight

memory module, and trans

ferring it to the replacement

computer.

The modernized Cobra bore

sight kit provides a number of

advantages over the approach

used on the AH-lQ. Despite the

much tighter accuracy require

ments and the new components

requiring boresighting, the new

system can be boresighted in

considerably less time than

before. This is due primarily to

the fact that in boresighting the

AH-IQ it was necessary to jack

up and level the aircraft and set

out targets over a large clear

level area, and all of the final

alignments were done by means

of adjustment of resolvers or

mechanical means. In the

modernized Cobra it is not

necessary to jack up or level the

aircraft; day or night, indoors or

out, any space large enough to

hold the aircraft will do; no

targets are required; and,

finally, most of the high

accuracy adjustments are elimi

nated because the fire control

computer stores these small

differences and accounts for

them in the fire control solutions.

The elements of the modem

ized Cobra fire control subsys

tem were brought together for

the first time in the Systems

Integration Laboratory at the

Bell Helicopter facility in Hurst,

TX. Figure 13 shows the Cobra

forward fuselage section that

was used extensively in the

integration testing. Each of the

system components was in

stalled in the location where it

would go in the operational

U .S. ARMY AVIATION DIGEST



aircraft and cable runs were

made identical to those used in

the aircraft. As each unit was

delivered, it was functionally

checked, interfaces were verified

and then the units were installed

and interconnected.

Then began the time

consuming task of validating

and debugging the computer

operational flight program and

the functional interaction of the

various parts of the fire control

subsystem. Many interface

incompatibilities, digital data

channel problems and software

bugs were discovered and cor

rected in the Systems Integra

tion Laboratory. By the use of

the integration lab it was possi

ble to have the fire control

system debugged and operating

by the time the first prototype

Cobra was ready. In August

1978, 13 months from the start

of the development contract, the

first modernized Cobra fire con

trol system was delivered to

Yuma Proving Ground, AZ for

the critical issues demonstration

test firing program.

In the critical issues testing at

Yuma the fire control system

performed exceptionally well.

The 20 mm gunfire specification

calls for azimuth and elevation

errors less than 10 milliradians

RMS required (6 milliradians

RMS desired) over a spectrum of

flight. range, wind and target

motion conditions. Rocket test re

sults while not as spectacular as

the gunfire results show marked

improvement over the results ob

tained without fire control. Army

development testing and opera

tional testing which are under way

at the present time should provide

additional data to further refine

the test results.

Bell Helicopter Textron's

modernized AH-lS is the free

world's first production attack

helicopter with a completely

integrated full fire control cap

ability. All the new components

Figure 13

Systems Integration Laboratory

Cobra Forward Fuselage Section

contribute to impressive weap

ons accuracies never before

achieved in a production helicop

ter. The AH-lS will continue to

be the front line antiarmor

aircraft for 20 or more years. To

capitalize on the effective fire

control system, a night capa

bility can be added. The first

phase of examining this im

provement was completed in

August 1979 when a FLIR TOW

night sight was used to guide

missiles to target impact during

a pitch black night. Other

improvements are under con

sideration. The modern fire con

trol is one important step in

keeping the AH-lS up to date.

Mr. George L Cohill
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MODERNIZED PRODUCTION UP-GUN MODERNIZED

AH-lS AH-lS AH-lS AH-lS

20mm cannonModified from existing

AH-t Gs

Low glint canopy

New instruments

New blade at #149

Radar warning

CONUS Nav radios

RAM improvements

Figure 1

Stores management

10 KVA alternator

Laser rangefinder

Laser detector

New fire control

IR iammer

New IR suppressor

Doppler Nav

New transponder and

secure voice

l‘IIUDEFllNlZED
TOW ontiormor ottoclt

helicopter to operotionol units

has been o tremendous success.

The combination of proven

technology, coordinated mon

ogement and professional intro

duction speolts for itself. This new

helicopter hos been demonstrated

to several European countries and

ot the Paris Air Show. In each

case, its capabilities have gener

oted enthusiastic oviotor re

sponse and positive command in

terest.

The first ship of the 297 new

production aircraft was delivered

to the Army in March 1977, with

FIELDING THE AH-IS Cobro finol delivery scheduled for Feb

ruory 1981. As these new helicop

ters are delivered from the pro

duction line, they will be issued

initially to FORSCOM CONUS un

its. This fielding begon in August

1977 at Fort Bragg, NC with the

assignment of oircroft to the 82d

Airborne Division.

This article, the first of o

three-port series, addresses the

scope of the Cobra program and

highlights the improvements that

have been or will be accomplished

within the next few years to mod

ernize fully the AH-IS Cobro

TOW ontiormor ottoclt helicop~

ter. The second and third ports of

this series will coverthe new turret

and weopons programs end the

fire control, oircroft survivability

and loser rongefinderltroclter

programs, respectively.

MODERNIZATION ACCOM

PLISHED IN PHASES: Improve

ments to the AH-‘IS new produc

tion aircraft will be accomplished

through phosed product im

provement programs. The config

uration changes and phosing for

the Cobra fleet evolution to mod

erniaed AH-IS is summarized in

figure 1 . The first 100 aircraft pro

duced will feoture 0 new canopy

and cocltpit, 0 new T703 engine,

uprated transmission plus im

ELDSSHFIY

ADF outomotie direction finder ll 5 instrument loriding system TOW tube-launched, OPlIWIIY'

AM amplitude modulation :1‘? “kiwi?! tracked, wire-guided

CONUS Continental United States 1 "mac ‘"1 - - -

TSU telescopic sight unit
ECU environmental control unit NOE n°p-°I-'h._.°nh -

NVG night vision goggles UHF "I'm h'gl‘ “'mumy

FM frequency modulated . .. . .. -

RAM reliability, availability and VHF very high frequency

FORSCOM Forces Command muimcinobiji'y _ _ ,

HSI horizontal situation indicator “A; "undo", jighhnigm cvioni“ VCR VHF ommdlndlo'ml "mg.

I"! instrument flight rules equipment vs‘ ""i‘ol mum'o" mdkmo'
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Figure 2 — AH-lS new production Cobra

with IR point

 

Colonel Jay W. Pershing

Project Manager, Cobra, TSARCOM

St Louis, MO

Figure 3 — pilot station instrument

panel and consoles
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proved survivability design fea

tures and reliability, availability

and maintainability (RAM)

characteristics.

Figure 2 is the new production

AH-1S Enhanced Cobra Armament

System (ECAS) configured Cobra.

The new improved main rotor blade

developed by Kaman Aerospace

Corporation was installed in April

1979 on the 149th production heli

copter. The Air Cavalry Troop at Ft.

Bliss, TX received the first AH-1Ss

with this new improved main rotor

blade. A new wing stores (2.75 mm

rocket) management subsystem

and a universal turret capable of

accepting 20 or 30 mm weapons

was cut into the production line in

September 1978 with the delivery

of the 101st aircraft. A new fire

control subsystem consisting of

laser rangefinder, ballistic computer,

low airspeed sensor and a heads

up display will be installed on the

199th aircraft which is scheduled

to be delivered in November 1979.

CANOPY AND INSTRUMENT

PANELS: The production AH-‘IS

model has a new outward appear

ance with its nearly flat canopy.

This canopy has seven planes of

viewing surfaces designed to de

crease the glint signature and re

duce the probability of visual de

tection during NOE flight.

Another advantage of the new

canopy is additional headroom for

the pilot's visibility in NOE flight.

The cockpits of both the pilot

and copilot/gunner have been re

designed with a new instrument

panel to provide_for crew effi

ciency during NOE and IFR flight.

Figure 3 is the pilot's new instru

ment panel. The major improve

ment in this panel is the grouping

and the size of the instruments.

The torque meter, pilot steering

indicator and radar altimeter are

the primary tactical instruments

used by the pilot to accomplish the

antiarmor mission. These three

instruments are located in the

center of the panel, under the

glare shield, and are 3-inch diame

ter in size. They facilitiate NOE

flight and maneuvering of the

helicopter into position for firing

the TOW missile and keeping it

within maneuver limits until mis

sile impact.

Flight instruments are arranged

in a standard IFR "T" configura

tion comprised of 4-inch diameter

VSl and HSI grouped with 3-inch

airspeed, altitude and vertical

speed indicators. The number of

engine instruments is reduced by

using dual scale 2-inch instru

ments where possible. All instru

ments are equipped with wedge

glass to distribute red lighting

evenly over the instrument. The

dial range markings, numerals

and letters are designed to be

readable under extremely low

light red illumination and when

using night vision goggles.

The instrument lighting

switches are located on the left

side of the panel and provide

selective illumination of related

instruments for engine, flight,

tactical and console groups. The

light intensity is rheostat con

trollable and a toggle switch is

provided to the pilot and copilot

for returning lighting to the panel

if the NVG lights malfunction.

NEW INSTRUMENT CAPABIL

ITY: In addition to the grouping of

the instruments on the panel,

there are several new instruments

that have been added to improve

the effectiveness of the AH-‘lS

helicopter. The radar altimeter, one

of the three primary tactical in

struments, provides the crew the

ability to fly safely at NOE during

periods of poor visibility. The

APR-39 radar warning receiver -

a survivability improvement — is

simple and lightweight, capable of

being used during low level and

NOE operations. This device pro

vides the pilot sufficient warning

in time to take evasive action be

fore receiving fire from radar di

rected enemy antiaircraft weap

ons. This warning is provided

through an audio and a visual dis

play in the form of a strobe line on

a cathode ra‘, ibe.

HSI and VSI. f'hese two instru

ments provide a system that

makes precision IFR flight and

ILS, VOR and ADF approaches as

natural in helicopters as it has be

come in fixed wing aircraft.

Growth capability has been incor

porated for future navigation

systems such as doppler and

flight director computers.

Copilot Panel. Figure 4 on the

facing page shows the arrange

ment of the instruments used by

the copilot/gunner. These flight

instruments also are grouped in a

standard IFR "T" configuration

located on the right side of the

panel and are all 3-inch diameter

in size. A standby magnetic com

pass is mounted above and on the

right side on the copilot/gunner

panel glare shield. All of these in

struments are marked and lighted

as the pilot's. The eyepiece for the

TSU is in the center of the cockpit

and is used by the copilot to locate

the target and guide the missile on

to the target during the firing

sequence.

An ECU has been redesigned for

the AH-lS. The distribution

ducts and plumbing for ventilat

ing and environmentally condi

tioning air within the crew com

partments have been modified

and rerouted to adapt to the

new cockpit configuration.

IMPROVED MAIN ROTOR

BLADE: A new composite main

rotor blade has been developed by

Kaman Aerospace Corporation

for use on the AH-lS. It has been

designed to be used on the exist

ing airframe without modifica

tions to the AH-lS or its rotor sys

tem. It was installed in April 1979

on the 149th new production ECAS

helicopter which was fielded at Ft.

Bliss in June 1979. This new blade

provides improved flight perform

ance, survivability features and

RAM. while reducing the radar

cross section and acoustic de

tectability signatures. Figure 5

shows the new blade installation

on the AH-1 8 new production ECAS

helicopter. The chord of the blade

is 30 inches wide with the outboard.
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Figure 5—improved main rotor blade installed on AH-1S Cobra helicopter

15 percent tapered in both chord

and thickness.

Figure 6 shows the tapering ef

fect of the new blade and com

pores it to the present metol

blade. The new blade has been de

signed for almost total repoirobil

ity of the sltin and core oft struc

ture by personnel in field units.

This is accomplished with the aid

of o heat-pressure puck tool,

shown in figure 7, which con oc

complish the repair of the blade

without removing it from the air

croft. A survivability feature of

the new blode will allow 30 min

utes of flight offer being hit with

a single 23 mm high explosive, in

cendiory, tracer round and is in

vulneroble to a single hit 12.7 mm

round. The "through domoge,"

which would result from this type

of o ballistic hit involving both

skins and the core, con be repaired

by personnel in the field in less

than three hours. The maximum

allowable operating time for the

new blade is 10,000 hours which is

an increase of 9,000 hours over

the present metal blade.

CANOPY ESCAPE SYSTEM: A

new crew compartment escape

system provides 0 moons of es

cope for the pilot and copilot!

gunner in emergency situations

where normal egress is not possi

ble. Operation is accomplished by

a ballistic jettison system which

explosively cuts the acrylic side

windows from the canopy support

structure while linear shaped

charges and thrusters explosively
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Figure 7 (Right)—heat-pressure

pack special tool installed on im

proved main rotor blade section

incorporating repair
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Figure 6 (Lem—inboard and out

board cross sections of improved

main rotor blade (top) and outboard

cross section of standard metal

blade

 

Figure 8 (Left)—arming firing

handle for pilots canopy removal

egress system
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separate the pilot and co

pilot/gunner entrance doors. It

is totally independent of the air

craft electrical system or of any

external energy source, and can

be actuated only from inside the

pilot or copilot/gunner station by

either of two arming/firing handle

mechanisms. Figure 8 shows the

canopy removal system compo

nents for the pilot station.

Other significant improvements

are shown in figure 9 and include:

Hydraulic Pump. An electrically

driven pump which takes the place

of the collective control ac

cumulator which provides an un

limited number of collective

strokes in the event of a main hy

draulic system failure. It can be

used for boresighting of the turret

and TOW missile subsystems

without the need of additional

ground support equipment (Hy

draulic Mule).

Rod End Bearing. An improve

ment to replace current rod end

bearings of the hydraulic servo

cylinder connecting tubes which

will increase the fatigue life of the

bearings to 3,300 hours.

Tungsten Carbide Bearing Sleeves. An

improvement to replace main

rotor teflon feathering bearing

sleeves with a more durable mate

riel for increasing sleeve life.

Standard lightweight Avionics Equip

ment (SUE):

o ARC-I14 Radio — An FM com

munication radio replacing the

ARC-54/T3T. It is a smaller,

lighter radio that is compatible

with secure voice systems.

a ARC-I64 Radio — A UHF-AM

voice communication radio re

placing ARC-S'l. It performs all

ARC-ST functions but is smaller,

lighter and compatible with se

cure voice systems. It provides 25

KHz spacing in the 224-400 MHz

band.

a ARC-H5 Radio — A VHF-AM

voice communication radio re

placing the ARC-I34. It also is

compatible with secure voice sys

tems.

CONUS/NAV (ARM-123). Improves

the AH-IS navigation capability

by adding VOR and IL5 receivers,

glide slope, marker beacon and

indicator lights. The CONUS NAV

package is currently included in the

production AH-1 S; however, future

aircraft will not have this package.

Engine Deck Panels. A three piece

engine deck designed to reduce

bonding separations and provide

for replacement of the forward

and middle panels by field units. It

also includes arms which support

No. I hangar bearing.

Antitorque Controls. Provides

push-pull tubes between tail rotor

pedals and tail rotor pitch

mechanism thus eliminating

troublesome pulleys, sprockets,

cables and chains. This improve

ment is included on the Mod "5"

models.

Fire Detection. The system instal

led in the engine compartment in

cludes a single loop sensing ele

ment connected to a control unit

which activates fire warning indi

cators, located on the pilot's in

strument panel.

Flex Beam Tail Rotor. A simple uni

ball feathering bearing with a

single piece hub which reduces

maintenance and provides better

antitorque controllability. This

improvement is included on all

AH-I models.

The Cobra attack helicopter

has proven itself to be a viable

aircraft for today's antiarmor re

quirement. It also will comple

ment the advanced attack heli

copter in the high-low mix of at

tack helicopters in the U.S. Army

fighting force of the future.

The next article on the moder

nisation of the AH-IS will cover

the new turret and weapons pro

grams.

PFIUDLIETIBIH HH'IIS FEFITUHES

NOE COCKPIT

FOUR LIGHTING CONTROLS

ELECTRIC LOCKS

ARMAMENT TOGGLE SWITCHES

 

FIRE DETECTION

S L A E RADIOS

HYDRAULIC PUMP

IMPROVED DIRECT

Figure 9

FLAT PLATE CANOPY 

FLEX BEAM TAIL ROTOR

PROXIMITY WARNING ANTENNA (l—bb ONLYI

TUNGSTEN CARBIDE BEARING SLEEVES

IMPROVED ROD END BEARING 

IMPROVED ENGINE DECK

RADAR WARNING .

 

PUSH-PULL

ANTITOROUE CONTROLS

INTERIMI R SUPPRESSOR

C O N U S NAVIGATION PACKAGE

RADAR ALTIMETER ANTENNA
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WING STORES MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

 

IMPROVED

ID KVA ALTERNATOR

MAIN ROTOR

BLADE

(149 and Sub)

20mm CANNON

Figure I—Production upgunned AH-IS features

 

UNIVERSAL TURRET

MUDEFIINIZED BUBFIH PART ..

Colonel Jay W. Pershing

LAST MONTH part one of this

article presented an overview of

the AH-l Modernization Pro

gram. It focused on the features

of product improvements and

how the resultant improvements

will be incorporated into the

Cobra TOW (tube-launched,

optically-tracked, wire-guided

missile) antiarmor attack heli

copter fleet.

This article addresses, in part,

the new weapon subsystems

which will increase significantly

the combat capability of Cobra

TOW attack helicopters.

The requirement to modernize

and "upgun" the Cobra was de

fined by a Special Study Group

(556) during the Priority Air

craft Subsystem Review at Ft.

Rucker, AL from November

1974 to December 1975. (See

"Pass in Review," April 75 0|

GIST and "The Upgun Di

Project Manager. Cobra, TSARCOM

St. Louis, MO

lemma," May 75 DIGEST.)

The $56, under the direction

of the commanders of the U. 5.

Army Armor and U. S. Army Av

iation Centers, was comprised of

representatives of TRADOC

(Training and Doctrine Com

mand), DACROM (Army Ma

teriel Development and Readiness

Command), subordinate com

mands, the Cobra Project Man

ager's Office and field commands.

Following affordability analyses

of the 556 recommendations by

the Department of the Army staff,

Required Operational Capability

(ROC) documents were approved

and used as the basis for structur

ing the current Cobra Moderniza

tion Program.

The first major effort to

upgun the Cobra attack helicop

ter was included in the Enhanced

Cobra Armament Program

(ECAP). Bell Helicopter Textron

(BHT) is the prime contractor

and system integrator. The

program is divided into two

phases to best meet the funding

and development time frames.

Phase I includes development

and qualification of a universal

turret to accommodate either

the 20 mm or 30 mm weapon

system and 0 Stores Manage

ment/Remote Set Fuzing Subsys

tem. It also will include aircraft

interface aspects and the appli

cation of additional fiscal year

(FY) 78 product improvement

programs (PlPs).

Phase II includes the qualifica

tion of a new fire control sub

system, the incorporation of ad

ditional PlPs and improvements

in aircraft survivability equip

ment. Phase II will be discussed

next month in part 3 of this or

ticle. Figure I summarizes the

basic features of the ECAP

Phase I Program.
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GUN

DRIVE MOTOR

Figure 2— Universal turret system

UINlUEHSHL TUHHET

The Armament Systems Depart

ment of General Electric in Burling

ton, VT developed and manufactures

the universal turrett. The obiectives

of the Universal Turret Program are

to provide an improved standoff

capability, improve antipersonnel and

antimateriel effectiveness and

accommodate either a 20 mm or

30 mm weapon. This new turret

eventually will replace the M28

(7.62 mm/40 mm) subsystem

now installed in the Cobra.

The 101st new production AH

18 was delivered in September 1978

and was the first to be equipped

with the universal turret and the 20

mm, M197 gun. The 30 mm weapon

subsystem is still a user require

ment, however, final approval for

this program has not been obtain

ed. The Universal Turret is electri

cally powered and has a design

weight limit of 175 pounds. The basic

components of the system (fig

ure 2) are the turret, linked feed

system and three electronics

umvnsu “ v1"

oun cannot cox

 

as; '7"

UNIVERSAL TUIIET

CONTROL IOX

/\\\

AMMUNITION Q

STORAGE umr\

norosso umvnsn \
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boxes containing the turret, gun

and logic controls.

In the AH-‘IS, the Universal

Turret fires through t'l'lO de

grees forward azimuth and has a

variable elevation of 20.5 de

grees maximum and a depres

sion of 50 degrees maximum.

Turret position is controlled by

the pilot or copilot through hel

met sights or by the copilot

through use of the Telescopic

Sight Unit (TSU) of the missile

subsystem. The turret is electri

cally driven by two servo

motors—one for azimuth and

one for elevation. The motors

receive position commands from

either the TSU or helmet sights

and feature quick response and

safe, reliable operation.

As previously indicated, the uni

versal turret will accommodate

either the 20 mm, M197 Vulcan or

a 30 mm weapon. The saddle of the

turret is designed to accommodate

a 30 mm weapon and the quick

 

release pin mountings of the M197.

The ammunition storage container

is designed to hold either 20 mm or

30 mm ammunition. Partitions

will be added to the container to

accommodate the shorter 20

mm round. Ammunition chuting

is easily exchanged by using

quick release fasteners. The

operation of interchanging gun,

chuting and teed systems takes less

than 30 minutes.

The M197 20 mm gun is

shown in figure 3 mounted on

the universal turret with its am

munition container. It fires

standard M50 series 20 mm

ammunition at a rate of 730

:50 shots-per-minute with an

effective range of 2,000 meters.

For the AH-TS, the gun is held

within the turret by a rear ball

mount, a slider, and a low force

recoil adapter. The low force re

coil adapter reduces the recur

ring peak recoil load of the gun

to about 1,150 pounds.
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Figure 3—Ml97, 20 mm gun with ammunition container
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TUHHET HIND EUINTHULS

on the AH-lS, the turret is

mounted under the nose of the

helicopter, the same as the pres

ent M28 turret. The turret con

tains the components necessary

for positioning and firing the gun

as directed by the gunner from the

sighting station. Positioning of

the gun is performed by a gimbal

and a saddle which moves the gun

in azimuth and elevation respec

tively. The azimuth and elevation

drives are powered by direct cur

rent motors through gear reduc

tions. Electrical current for the

motors is controlled from the

servo amplifiers, located in the

turret control box, which use the

helicopter's 28 volt DC (direct cur

rent) power source.

The turret, gun and universal

logic control boxes provide the

electronics for all controls and

switches in the system.

EE] l‘.’ll‘.’l LINKED

STUHHBE HMO FEED SYSTEM

A complement of 750 20 mm

rounds of linked ammunition is

ted to the gun through flexible chut

ing from the ammunition box stored

in the ammunition compartment of

the helicopter. During firing, a

small booster motor pulls linked

ammunition from the box and

pushes it into a section of flexi

ble chuting which is connected

to the gun's feeder. The booster

eliminates excessive belt pull

loads, which occur when the belt

is pulled on by the delinking

feeder, and eliminates the re

quirement to manually fill the

chute during loading.
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The 2.75 inch rocket subsys

tem has been one of the primary

oeriol weapon systems used on

the Cobra. It provided valuable

support to ground units during

the Vietnam conflict.

There are several development

programs that have been in

itioted by the 2.75 Inch Rocket

Project Manager to improve the

warheads and launchers to be

used on the modernized Cobra.

The basic 2.75 inch rocket

motor and the available wor

heads are shown in figure 4. The

submunitions ond chaff wor

heods are the newest develop

ments in the worheod program.

During the 556 review in

1974-5, the weight of any pros

pective improvement was a key

consideration in structuring the

modernized Cobro program. As

a result of the weight factor, 0

requirement for lightweight 7

and 19 round launcher develop

ment was established. The de

sign features of these launchers

are illustrated in figures 5 and 6.

The Stores Management/Re

mote Set Fuzing Subsystem de

veloped and manufactured by

Baldwin Electronics Incorpo

roted, Little Rock, AR, will use

the 2.75 inch warhead and

launcher improvements to eno

ble more effective mission oc

complishment by Cobro crews.

To date provisions only have been

provided for this subsystem on the

new production aircraft. It is sched

uled to be installed on the 199th

new production modernized AH-1 S

to be delivered in November 1979.

The control panel for the

stores management/remote set

fuzing subsystem is shown in

figure 7. The panel will provide

the means to select and fire, while

in flight, any one of five types of

external rocket stores. It will al

low the pilot to set range and

select the fuze setting best suited

to the type target being engaged

to include settings which will per

mit penetration of tree canopies

or fortifications protecting

selected forgets.

Although electrical power re

quirements for the AH-lS con

tinue to increase, adequate

power will be available to oper

ate subsystem changes de

scribed in this article, plus sev

eral high electric power demand

devices forthcoming.

Beginning in September 1978.

modifications include the instal

lation of alternating current al

ternators on the transmissions of

all Cobra 8 models produced.

The weopon subsystems dis

cussed obove, coupled with the

TOW missile, and the versatility

of available ordnance will pro

vide Cobro crews with the re

quired firepower to accomplish

missions of antiarmor, direct

oeriol fire support and armed

escort/reconnaissance. The com

monolity of guns, rockets and

missiles will enhance the ef

fectiveness of rearming at for

word oreo reorm and refuel

points (FARRPs). The survivabil

ity of the crews will be improved

greatly with the added standoff

capability; the accuracy and ef

fectiveness of the new weapons

and ammunition; plus the copo

bility to remotely select the cor

rect fuze setting for the type

forget being engaged. The en

honced armament subsystems on

the modernized AH-lS will keep

the attack helicopter o viable

member of the Army's combined

orms team for many years.

Next month port 3 of the

"Modernized Cobra" will cover

the fire control, oircroft survivo

bility equipment, loser range

finder, and the loser troclter

programs.
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Figure 4—2.75 inch rocket motor and warheads

LIGHTWEIGHT LAUNCHER CONCEPT
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Figure 5—7 round 2.75 inch rocket lightweight launcher
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Figure 6— 19 round 275 inch rocket lightweight launcher
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Figure 7— Control panel for stores management and remote fuzing subsystem
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Colonel Jay W. Pershing

Proiect Manager, Cobra, TSARCOM

St. Louis. MO

DURING THE TWO previous

series on the modernized Cobro,

on overview of the total pro

gram and the weapons program

have been presented. This article

will address the fire control, air

borne Ioser tracker and aircraft

survivability equipment pro

grams.

FIFIE EDINTFIDI.

The fire control subsystem is

the moior effort of Phase II of

the Enhanced Cobra Armament

Program (ECAP) designed to

upgun and modernize the Cobra

attack helicopter. The feotues of

the new fire control subsystem

include a pilot heods-up-disploy

(HUD), fire control computer

(FCC), air date subsystem (ADS)

and laser rongefinder (LRF). The

new fire control is scheduled to

be installed on the aircraft to be

delivered in November I979.

Figure I shows the configura

tion changes for the 199th

through 297th AH-IS aircraft

which will complete the moder

nizotion of the Cobra TOW

(tube-launched, optically-track

ed, wire-guided) ottoclt helicop

ter.

The HUD, being developed by

Kaiser Electronics in Polo Alto,

CA, will provide increased

weapon delivery capability for

both day and night operation.

The primary purpose of the

HUD is for aiming the aircraft

to fire the TOW missile system

and other aircraft weapons. It

will aid the pilot in navigation

and increase flight safety during

nop-of-the-eorth (NOE) flight.

The HUD consists of two line

replaceable units, a pilot's dis

play unit and a symbol processor

unit (SPU).

The pilot's display unit, shown

in figure 2, is mounted on the

pilot's instrument panel and pre

sents flight, target acquisition,

and weopon delivery information

using a cathode ray tube

(CRT)/opticol display. All of the

HUD symbology appears in the

pilot's normal field of view.

Weapons systems, fire control,

flight status and flight control

information are displayed, in

cluding target acquisition reti

cles, oircroft boresight refer

ence, and gunner's sighting cues.

The fire control data displayed

includes aiming and firing data

for rockets, guns and TOW mis

siles and is based upon the

PART III

weapon type selected by the

crew. Also displayed are engine

torque, rodor altitude, magnetic

heading and target range data

information. Examples of this

symbology are shown in figure 3.

The SPU, which receives and

processes inputs from the fire

control computer and other air

croft sensors and generates all

of the symbology which is dis

played on the HUD, is a com

pact, lightweight electronic unit

which is mounted in the aft oir

croft equipment compartment.

The fire control computer is

being developed by Teledyne

Systems Company in Northridge,

CA and will provide the gunnery

solutions for the turret and rock

et weapon systems. It is 0 gen

eral purpose, digital computer

which accepts inputs from the

universal turret, air date subsys

tem, loser rongefinder, airborne

loser tracker and telescopic

sight unit and performs compu

tations that enable the pilot

and copilot to deliver accurately

ordnance from the turret and

rocket weapon systems. Figure 4

shows the computer which will

be located in the aft fuselage

compartment.

The air date subsystem is

being developed by Marconi

Elliott Avionics in Rochester,
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England and provides three di

mension airspeed, downwash,

static pressure and air tempera

ture information to be used by

the fire control computer to

solve the gunnery problem for

increased accuracy of the turret

and rocket weapons. The swivel

ing pitot static probe shown in

figure 5 is mounted on the top

of the canopy extending out to

the right side of the aircraft and

is used to gather the data to be

sent to the fire control compu

ter.

The primary purpose for the

addition of the laser rangefinder

into the TOW Telescopic Sight

Unit (TSU) is to enhance the

ballistic weapons accuracy on

the modernized Cobra and in

crease survivability from enemy

fire by allowing the AH-lS to

stand off to the maximum range

of the TOW missile.

This program is an integration

of an existing laser design which

has been used in other Army

laser systems such as the ground

lightweight laser designator

(GLLD), XM-l tank fire control

and the Army lightweight target

designator (LTD). The TSU pro

vides gunner aiming line of sight

angles, rates and laser range to

the fire control computer. other

inputs from the data computer

and vertical gyro will be used by

the fire control computer to figure 7— Pi|<>"SDiSP|flY Un"

compute the weapon lead angles

required to minimize the aiming

error- un ""55"; 5§|,§¢'|\ E— PRELAUNCH RECTANGLE

Maintenance features include mam; tongue‘ \"6’" Mlss'“ “"0

I e I ' <—0 laser bul'T-ln-tes' whlch 'ORESG'." REFERENCE E/r RANGE

\ GUNNER LOS cue

can be performed on the ground ‘A
_ _ _ POSTLAUNCH RECTANGLE~> ~,- (“mon

with the TSU wlndow cover in- '55 M so “5, Tue“

stalled. Since the LRF fault iso- HEADING\ time" umn

lation can be performed by BIT . L8 5 “on Ammo;
- - - - - 10 MR so TESI TARGET Esq “L5

at aviation intermediate malnte- “will”; PM" 0; m) QLOW LIMIT

nonce (AVUM) and aviation ‘sewn/2* m: CONIlOLRETICLE

unit maintenance (AVIM), no “5cm” I)’ I ' ' ' t—conszumum POINTER

changes are required to the M65 cons: AZIMUTH SCALE CAUTION

Test set! Guided Mlssile system (FIRING/ENGAGEMENT ‘symboloqy varies from this test pattern)

(TSGMS). Laser malfunctions

will require replacement of the Figure 3 V HUD Test Mode Symbology

TSU.

The LRF can be a hazardous
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device if used indiscriminately

on the ground or in the air.

Safety features are included to

minimize probability of injury to

the aircraft crew and ground

support maintenance personnel.

As an example, the laser cannot

be fired when the aircraft engine

is not running and when the pro

tective cover is not installed on

the TSU window. However, when

the protective cover is placed

over the TSU window the laser

can be fired to perform BIT.

When airborne, the laser cannot

be fired unless the TSU laser eye

filter is switched in place and

the laser is armed by both the

pilot and the gunner. Figure 6

shows how the laser rangefinder

will be installed in the M65 TSU,

which will be accomplished by

Hughes Aircraft Company.

Hl Fl BUHINE

LHSEH THHEHEH

The Airborne Laser Tracker

(ALT) AN/AAS-32 is an aircraft

mounted system designed to au

tomatically search, acquire and

track target reflected laser

energy. The system was de

veloped in conjunction with the

laser'target designator AN/

PAG-l (hand held) but is

compatible with any laser desig

nator of the same wavelength

that employs the Tri-Service

pulse repetition frequency (PRF)

coding scheme. The AN/AAS-32

major components are shown in

figure 7. The ALT will improve

target acquisition and provide

target hand-off capability for

laser designated targets. Provisions

only will be accomplished for this

system on the aircraft scheduled tor

delivery in November 1979. A

decision to deter installation of the

ALT has been coordinated with the

commanding generals of the Avia

tion Center and the Armor Center.

It is estimated to be installed in

fiscal year 1983.

Q %

 

Figure 4— Fire Control Ballistics Computer

 

Figure S—Air Data Subsystem Components

HlFlBFiHFT SLIHUJUHBIUTY EULIIPPIIEINT

The Cobra aircraft is one of

the most important aircraft sur

vivability equipment (ASE) cus

tomers of the present fleet of

front line aircraft. In fact, since

1974 intensive programs in in

frared (IR), optics, radar, and

ballistics survivability have been

underway to counter present and

projected air defense threats.

The results are now evident in

the new look of the Cobra

weapons platform. The IR sup

pressors and low reflectance IR

paint, flat plate canopy, warning

receiver antennae and jammers
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WINDOW IEZEI. SPACER

Figure 6— Laser Rangefinder Installation

will complement the advanced

weapons, fire control and navi

gation developments to transfig

ure the lean AH-lG to the higher

powered modernized and surviva

ble AH-lS.

In addition to these hardware

improvements, tactics and doc

trine have been developed to

take advantage of the new

weapons capability which will

enhance the aviator's ability to

survive in combat. Testing and

improving of these tactics and

doctrine during field exercises

has established the credibility

that Army helicopters can sur

vive and operate effectively on

the modern battlefield.

 

LASEI TRANSMITTER

LA SER RECEIVE!

hfl'fll'od Ollrvlvdslllty. IR

suppressors and point are used

to reduce the AH-lS signature

sufficiently to operate against

the less sophisticated missiles.

During 1976 and early 1977, the

bell scoop lR suppressors and IR

point were applied to the Co

bra/TOW helicopters in Europe,

Continental United States,

Hawaii and Korea. The scoop

weighs 40 to 45 pounds and

shields the hot metal parts from

view of the IR missile. IR paint

has been adapted as the stand

ard Army paint and is being

applied routinely on production,

overhaul and modification lines.

For advanced threats, an im

HHDHH SUHUIUHBIUTV

The AN/APR-39 radar warn

ing receiver (RWR) on the Cobra

is a simple lightweight system

consisting of five antennas, two

receivers, a comparator and a

cathode ray display and weighs

about 10 pounds. For low level

and NOE operations, the radar

signal density will be low due to

terrain masking, permitting

the use of this proven system.

The APR-39 provides the pilot

with the advantage of being able

to take evasive maneuvers be

fore actually receiving fire from

radar-directed weapons.‘ The

warning is provided to the pilot

through an audio tone in the

headset and a strobe on the

cathode ray tube.

A laser warning receiver, adapta

ble to the APR-39, is now com

pleting advanced development

and is scheduled to enter full

scale engineering development in

early fiscal year (FY) 79. It

weighs about eight pounds and

will display quadrant warning to

the pilot that a laser designator

or rangefinder is aimed at the

aircraft.

The Ali-I36 radar jammar on the

Cobra is an automatic radar

jammer for attack helicopter use

that is passive until illuminated

by a threat radar which has

proved IR suppressor, which re

duces hot metal plus plume

(HM+P) signature is required. It

reduces the effective range of

the more sophisticated IR mis

siles and makes it feasible to

employ an efficient IR iammer.

The AH-IS suppressor pro

gram is now in the latter stages

of engineering development and

scheduled for production in

1979. It is a cooled plug-type

suppressor and the design uses

large volumes of ambient air to

cool the exposed metal surfaces

and to dilute the exhaust gas to

lower the plume signature. Fig

ure 8 shows the present bell scoop

IR suppressor. Figures 9 and 10

show the new hot metal plus prime

IR suppressor.

Md“ Ill Jar-nor. The IR

iammer is required to defeat the

postulated air defense growth

threat. The ALQ-‘IM weighs 25

to 30 pounds and is an active IR

countermeasure which confuses

the threat lR missile. Develop

ment and operational testing has

been completed successfully and

production is planned for ‘I979.

The application of the ALQ-l 44 to

the AH-IS will be accomplished

along with the new hot metal plus

plume suppressor.

locked onto the aircraft. The

ALQ-l36 automatically causes a

breaklock on the threat radar,

then returns to the passive

mode. It can defeat two threats

simultaneously. It is scheduled

to be applied to the AH-IS in

1979. The M-‘ISO chaff dispenser

is the low cost radar counter

measure solution for the Cobra,

pending availability of the

ALQ-136 radar iammer. This

system has proven its effective

ness, weighs about 30 pounds

fully loaded with chaff car

tridges and is in production. Provi

sions for the Cobra weigh 2 to 3

pounds.
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Canopy glint, rotor blades and

fuselage color were determined

to be major contributions to the

visual detection of NOE helicop

ters. All new production AH-‘IS

have flat canopies and all other

Cobras will receive the new

canopy during future 5 model

conversion programs. After ex

tensive field testing it was de

termined that the dark green lR

paint on the fuselage and flat

black on blades was the op

timum paint scheme for Central

Europe and Asian theatres. This

is now standard paint as de

scribed in the IR suppression

discussion, above.

BHLLJSTIES

SUHUIUHBIUW

The AH-lS already has ben

efitted from vulnerability re

duction or ballistics hardening

efforts. The new AH-lS tail

booms have been designed to

withstand ballistics damage

from a 23 millimeter (mm)

round. The improved tailbooms

will be applied to all conversion

Cobra aircraft. The new main

rotor blade not only reduces the

radar cross section but can

withstand a 23 mm round ballis

tic damage and continue to fly.

A new transmission is under de

velopment which will be capable

of operating for 20 minutes

without lubrication should it re

ceive a ballistic hit.

The Cobra has the best air

craft survivability equipment

presently available and active

programs to meet the growth

threat are being expedited and

matched with the aircraft pro

duction to minimize cost and

modification downtime. The new

survivability equipment is being

developed for ease of installa

 

Figure 7—Airborne Laser Tracker AN~AAS-32

 

 

. Q“. _ \, ' r '

Figure 9—Modernized AH-lS with hot metal plus plume lFl Suppressor

tion through kit design which flexibility to use only the ASE

provides the commander the that is needed.
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There are several technologi

cal improvements being de

veloped which could enhance the

AH-lS Cobra TOW navigation,

target acquisition and communi

cation capabilities.

A proiected map display

(PMD) for navigation, 0 FLIR

augmented TOW Sight (FACTS)

for high threat acquisition and

recognition and a new group of

NOE radios for communication

with all battlefield elements are

possible candidates for additions

to the Cobra.

Also, an integrated avionics

control system (IACS) which will

provide for complete avionics,

doppler navigation control and

PMD interface. Efforts are un

derway to uprate the T53-L-703

engine from its present 1,800

shaft horsepower (SHP) to 2,000

SHP to meet the 4,000/95 degrees

fahrenheit (F.) hover out of

ground effect at max gross weight

requirement.

A multiplex system is being

investigated which will eliminate

more than 100 pounds of wire

Figure 10— Hot Metal plus plume IR Suppressor and IR Jammer

bundle weight. These new candi

dates will increase reliability,

save cockpit space, reduce pilot

workloads and increase the effi

ciency of the overall Cobra

weapon system.

These three articles have pro

vided a look at the programs

and type of equipment to be

utililed to completely modernize

the AH-lS Cobra TOW to meet

the needs of the Army through

the 1980s and 19905.
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